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Magnetic Fluctuations in La I 958ao II5Cu04

S. M. Hayden, ' ' G. Aeppli, H. Mook, D. Rytz, M. F. Hundley, and Z. Fi k
"Institut Laue-Langevin, B.P. 156X 38042 Grenoble, France

AT& T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831
Sandoz Optoelectronics, Bau 88, CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland

(5)Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
(Received 9 November 1990)

Neutron-scattering and resistivity experiments on single crystals of La[.958a0.05Cu04 are described.
On warming to as high as 250 K, the correlation length does not change, and the temperature depen-
dence of the generalized susceptibility g(g, co) is due solely to the temperature dependence of the local
response. We show that the associated relaxation rate in the metallic regime is AI =- —,

'
k~T, in accord

with the marginal-Fermi-liquid hypothesis, and relate our results to nuclear spin-lattice relaxation data.

PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 71.30.+h, 74.70.Vy, 75.50.Ee

La2 Ba Cu04 is interesting not only because it
displays superconductivity at X=0.15, but also because
it undergoes a metal-insulator transition at x=-0.05. In
spite of the considerable effort devoted to metal-insulator
transitions in this and other systems, relatively little is
known about the behavior of the generalized magnetic
response function g(q, ro) near such transitions. We
have therefore used cold, thermal, and epithermal neu-
tron-scattering measurements to characterize g"(q, ro)
over a wide range of frequencies, 0.5 ( Aro (90 meV,
for a nearly metallic La& 95Bapp5Cu04 crystal. The prin-
cipal conclusion is that for 3 & T & 250 K, the tempera-
ture dependence of g"(q, ro) is entirely due to the tem-
perature dependence of the local magnetic response
gp'(ru) of the Cu ions. gp'(rp), in turn, is characterized
by a single energy scale AI . For the high-temperature
metallic regime, Al —

2 kT, as anticipated from the
marginal-Fermi-liquid hypothesis. The framework for
understanding the data and the conclusions derived here
is probably also applicable to experiments performed
over more limited frequency ranges on La2 —„Sr„Cu04
and YBa2Cu30$+$.

We grew La| 95Bap p5Cu04 crystals with volumes of
order 1 cm by top seeding a solution of 0.85 Cuo and
0.15 La|2Bap2Cu04. After growth, the crystals were
subjected to 45-h anneals at 600'C and 114 bars of 02.
When prepared in this fashion, the crystals displayed no
antiferromagnetic (AFM) Bragg peaks (see discussion
below), and the orthorhombic T=5 K lattice constants
were a =5.361(3) A, b =13.18(2) A, and c =5.411(3)
A. Recall that the parameters a and c characterize the
basal planes such that in the tetragonal limit, the near-
est-neighbor Cu-Cu separation would be a/J2 =c/J2.

Figure 1(a) shows the temperature-dependent basal-
plane resistivity p,b. On cooling from 300 K, there is a
substantial decrease in p, b (with a linear asymptote as
T~ 300 K) until T=—50 K, where localization eFects
set in and p,b begins to rise. Finally, at the lowest T,
there is a slight decrease in p b, due to small supercon-

ducting regions in the conducting path. In a qualitative
sense, these results are very similar to others obtained
for the same nominal composition. However, the abso-
lute magnitude of p, b is lower than reported elsewhere,
most probably because our samples are single crystals.
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of (a) basal-plane resis-
tivity (inset: elastic signal proportional to the spin-glass order
parameter), (b) o as measured at hr0=10 meV, (c) magnetic
relaxation rate hI, and (d) calculated ratio ksTIAI, propor-
tional to nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate.
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FIG. 2. Constant-@co scans through AFM zone centers
(100) and (201). Horizontal bars represent the response
(FWHM) of the instrument for spin waves of infinite velocity
and lifetime.

The minimum value (1.8 mQcm) is close to (h/e )b/2
=1.7 mQcm, where h/e =25813 0 and b/2 is the in-

terlayer spacing in our sample.
The neutron-scattering measurements were performed

using various three-axis spectrometers [IN1, IN8, and
IN12 at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), and TAS6 at
Risd National Laboratory] on hot, thermal, and cold
sources at the ILL high-flux and Risg medium-flux reac-
tors. Figure 2 shows a series of constant-hco scans as a
function of in-plane momentum transfer q relative to the
nearest two-dimensional AFM zone center of pure
La2Cu04. For @co=0 and T=3 K [solid circles in scan
labeled (d)], we observe a peak at q =0 with a half width

at half maximum (HWHM) of g
' =0.055 ~0.003

indistinguishable from the inverse correlation
length of 0.055+ 0.015 A ' reported for a sample of
La] 94Sr006Cu04. The width and amplitude of the peak
do not change when the momentum transfer perpendicu-
lar to the basal planes is changed from 0.4b* (as in the
figure) to 0. In particular, no magnetic Bragg scattering
is found in the latter case. Thus, at T=3 K, the sample
is divided into two-dimensional AFM microdomains, of
typical side length 20 A, which are frozen on time scales
r—6 x 10 ' sec, corresponding to the instrumental en-

ergy resolution (HWHM) of 65 peV—:16 6Hz. On
warming to —15 K, magnetic scattering is no longer ap-

parent in the Am =0 scan, as indicated by the open cir-
cles in Fig. 2(d). Thus the lifetime of the AFM clusters
has become significantly shorter than 10 ' sec. The in-
set of Fig. 1(a), which shows the temperature depen-
dence of the magnetic intensity, illustrates the freezing
process in our sample: On the time scale of the present
measurements, the freezing temperature is T~ =8 K.
For more detailed descriptions of spin-glass phenomena
in Laq „(Sr,Ba),Cu04, the reader should
consult Refs. 4.

Of greater interest here are higher-energy fluctuations.
In Fig. 2, the A ro =15 meV scan (c) is somewhat broad-
er than that at @to =0. At larger Acu, the scans in Fig. 2
become substantially broader than at Am =0, and the
fluctuations must therefore also have components with
wavelengths & g. In other words, excitations within the
AFM clusters must now be taken into account. To pro-
vide a framework for understanding the data, it is con-
venient to write the dynamical structure function as

S(q, ro) -g(')'(co) [1 —exp( —Phrs)] 'F (q), (1)
where fF„(q)d q = 1. Because of the normalization
condition satisfied by F„(q),go (co) represents the imagi-
nary part of the local (Cu +) response function, and
F„(q) the form factor for excitations with energy A. co.

For classical 2D AFM's such as La2Cu04 (Ref. 5) and
at energies small compared to the zone-boundary spin-
wave energies, (a) go'(ru) is ro independent and (b)
F„(q)=(2zq„)8'(~q~ —

q ) is the characteristic function
for circles of radius q„=co/c, where c is the spin-wave
velocity. We find that our data for La] 958ao05Cu04
cannot be described in terms of this simple form for
F„(q), a result hardly surprising in view of the large
width of our constant-(Aro=0) scans. However, there
are many other forms which can account for the data.
Arguably the simplest is the Gaussian,

F (q) =(2xo„) 'exp —
—,
'

(~q~ /o„),
also used successfully to describe the paramagnetic scat-
tering from the itinerant AFM Cr. Figure 3 (a) shows
the frequency dependence of the width parameter o.„ob-
tained from fits to constant-Am scans such as those
reproduced in Fig. 2. The important result is that be-
tween hro =0 and 40 meV, cr rises with co more rapidly
than co ', where Ace=850 meVA is the spin-wave ve-

locity of pure La2Cu04. Indeed, the solid line in the
figure has a slope of 1.9X10 (AmeV) '—:(0.6ce)
Thus, "long"-wavelength (i.e., with q ~0.12 A ') dis-
turbances propagate considerably more slowly in

La] 95BaooqCu04 than in LaqCu04. For Ace ~ 50 meV,
the errors in o.„are su%ciently large that o„may depend
more weakly on ro than indicated by the solid line. In
other words, a crossover to the behavior of the pure com-
pound may begin at —50 meV.

To characterize the magnetic dynamics of a material,
it is important to specify not only F„(q), but also the
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FIG. 3. Dependence of width parameter a and amplitude
go (co) [see Eq. (1)] on @co for T=3 K. (c)

amplitude gp'(ro) in Eq. (1). We estimate gp'(co) by fit-
ting the constant-Aro scans assuming (to reduce scatter)
that the straight line in Fig. 3(a) describes a . Figure
3(b) shows the outcome, namely, that gp (co) —const, as
in pure La2Cu04. Thus, although the spatial extent,
characterized by F„(q), of the excited-state wave func-
tions is quite difIerent in La2Cu04 and La] 95Bap p5Cu04,
the low-temperature single-site dynamics for Ace~ 10
meV, refiected in gp'(co), of the two compounds are indis-
tinguishable.

On warming, the spin-glass order disappears and the
sample acquires metallic transport properties. However,
the widths of the constant-Ace scans do not change dis-
cernibly on heating to T as high as 250 K. For example,
the Gaussian widths cr measured at @co=10 meV and
shown in Fig. 1(b) are temperature independent.

While heating does not change F (q), it has a large
efi'ect on gp'(co). Figure 4(a) shows low-co spectra ob-
tained at 36 K for fixed momentum transfers at (solid
circles) and away from (open circles) the 2D antiferro-
magnetic zone center. Because of the good energy and
momentum resolution of the cold neutron spectrometer
used here, and in view of the negligible variation of
F„(q) over the energy range explored, a measure of
gp (co) can be obtained directly from the data by
subtracting the background from the signal and then
dividing by the statistical factor n (ro) + I = [1—exp( —Pkro)] '. Figures 4(b)-4(d) show the results
of this procedure at several temperatures. As required,
gp'(ro) is an odd function of ro. Also, as expected given
the results [see Fig. 3(b)] of the higher-energy experi-
ments, gp'(ro) at low T (10 K) is virtually independent of
co for co~0. Raising T aA'ects only the low-co portion of
gp'(ro): The high-ro amplitude of gp'(ro) appears to be
unchanged. Furthermore, there is no obvious contribu-
tion of the type associated with a single-pole response
function, g(ro) =gpI /(I iso), where —gp'(ro) =gpI ro/(I"
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FIG. 4. Constant Q =(1,0.52,0) scans at various tempera-
tures. Incoherent energy resolution is 0.5 meV (FWHM). (a)
Constant-g scan at (solid circles) and away from (open cir-
cles) the 2D antiferromagnetic zone center. (b)-(d) The mea-
sured gp'(ro) at various temperatures obtained from data as in
(a) by the procedure described in the text.

+co ). The data themselves suggest a better form for
the single-site response function,

gp'(ro) =A tan ' —=pro
+CO

(2)

Note that gp'(to) now crosses smoothly from a linear
form Aro/I to the constant Ax/2 at high pro.

Because neither the high-co amplitude nor the struc-
ture factor F (q) are temperature dependent, the prob-
lem of the temperature dependence of S(q, ro) in La~ »-
Bap p5Cu04 reduces to finding the temperature depen-
dence of a single parameter, AI . The solid lines in Fig.
4 correspond to fits of the resolution-corrected form (2)
to the data, while Fig. 1(c) shows the values hI obtained
from fits at various T. For T~ 80 K, AI rises in roughly
linear fashion with T. The constant of proportionality is
unusually large, namely, AI = 2 k&T. This result is also
apparent in Fig. 1(d), which shows the temperature
dependence of the dimensionless quantity k&T/6I . A
somewhat astonishing finding is that k~T/hI increases
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threefold between 88 and 64 K, which is far from Tg but
close to where p, g achieves its minimum. Thus, the loss
of metallic conductivity is associated with a large in-
crease in the lifetime of magnetic fluctuations.

Our neutron-scattering data shed considerable light on
Cu nuclear spin-lattice relaxation experiments. In the
latter, one measures T~

' —[n(con)+1]go'(too), where coo

is an appropriate nuclear resonance frequency, typically
of order 10 Hz. Because both AI and k~T&&5coo,

T [

' — S(Q, con )d Q =g() (too ) [n (too) + I ] =A
AI

(3)

The last quantity in (3) is precisely what is shown in Fig.
1(d). Note that because Al" —ktt for T+ 100 K, we
reproduce the well-known result that T] ' is tempera-
ture independent for 2-1-4 based materials in this tem-
perature range. Our neutron-scattering experiments,
which yield the full to dependence of go'(to), thus demon-
strate unambiguously that the behavior of the planar Cu
T~ (for T~ 100 K) is due primarily to the linear rela-
tion I —T. ' The same experiments [Fig. 1(b)] also show
that the linear relation is not due to an evolution of g, as
in proposals where the scaling hypothesis I —g —g and
the Curie-Weiss ansatz g=(T+0) ' are used to ac-
count for the magnetic-resonance data on layered cu-
pr ates.

It is possible to understand the low-T behavior of
g"(q, tu) at small co by thinking of La(Sr, Ba)&Cu04 as a
system where ferromagnetic (FM) bonds, due to local-
ized holes, are randomly inserted into the otherwise anti-
ferromagnetic Cu-O planes. Therefore, the compound
could be considered a two-dimensional 5=

&
Heisen-1

berg spin glass. Unfortunately, little is known about spin

glasses of this kind, ' and we can only hope that the
present measurements will motivate calculations of the
temperature-dependent parameters appearing in Eq. (2).

For T & 50 K, where the resistance minimum occurs,
strong coupling of charge and spin Auctuations is mani-
fested by a dramatic increase of the magnetic fluctuation
rate. Further evidence for such coupling is the striking
similarity of inelastic light ' ' and neutron scattering
spectra in the metallic cuprates. Thus, descriptions of
the magnetic fluctuations must take the mobility of the
holes into account, and the idea that static FM bonds
determine the spin dynamics must be abandoned. It is
more appropriate to compare our results to theories of
the metallic state of the cuprates. Of particular interest
is the notion of a marginal Fermi liquid where go (co) is

constant for 6 m & 6 I —k~ T and linear in 6 co for
Aco & Al. This is, of course, precisely what we find in

our experiment.
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